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At Integer we value
authenticity, connection, and wholeness.
But what does it look like when parenting
those little ones? Or teenagers? And what
about my adult children?!

AUTHENTICITY
Brené Brown defines “authenticity as the daily practice of letting go of who we think we’re
supposed to be, and embracing who we actually are.” When we live an authentic life, it
means we are in touch with who we really are, and we have found the courage to be that
person in our relationships. Also our children! Can you hear the challenge in those words for
you as a parent?
It means you can be true to yourselves in front of your children and in the way you
connect with them! You allow your deeper, internal processes to be viewed more
transparently by those around you – also your children!
It means you’re not playing any games. With anyone. You’re stepping away from
manipulations, coercion, control, victimization, aggression and tit-for-tat. Instead you are
committed to speak your truth, plain and simple.
An Authentic Parenting philosophy also doesn’t take a top-down approach where the parent
is all-knowing authority. Authentic parenting takes a more human approach to the parentchild relationship. Seeing parents and children as equal and as teaching each other.
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CONNECTION
At Integer Network we believe that the
secret to better connection with the
people around you, and in this case, your
young ones, lies in your connection with
yourself.
Do you understand what motivates you?
Do you understand your fears, your
beliefs, your behaviour?
If you can get a better handle on your own
inner world, you will be in a better position
to model, guide, absorb and support your
children as they navigate their days (and
nights).
To be able to connect with yourself or
somebody else you need a certain amount
of awareness. Awareness of your own
feelings and needs, your own wiring AND
awareness of the other person’s needs,
feelings, and wiring. And yes – your baby
and toddler and pre-schooler and teenager
have all of these and it is probably not the
same as yours!

Parenting is all about getting to know
yourself and getting to know your child and
finding ways to connect with compassion so
that you all can enjoy better days! It
definitely involves setting boundaries, it will
sometimes (many times) leave you in a
puddle on the floor and yes it will be messy.
But be intentional and you will enjoy the
connection!
Together with your children you can journey
towards making the world a better place for
everybody. Both parents and adult children
hold responsibility for shaping, maintaining,
and managing the relationship. That effort
includes initiating contact, compromising
and negotiating, and finding mutually
enjoyable ways to connect. Imagine if you
can learn and teach this in the safety of your
own home, if you can create an environment
where connection is more important than to
do lists or “good” children or an insta-perfect
image – the whole world will be better for it
and you can raise children who can
contribute to the wholeness we all so
desperately long for.

My core parenting
value is CONNECTION.
When faced with a challenging decision, my number one goal
is to maintain a connection. This certainly was not true from
day one. When I was younger and more inexperienced, I think
my primary goal (on a subconscious level) was perfection. I
wanted to be the perfect mother, with perfect children and
perfect family life. This bubble burst on several occasions and
I realized I needed help. I started researching parenting &
discipline models AND I went for counseling & coaching.
Therefore, when the connection broke down between one of
my children and I during an incredibly challenging season of
our lives, she knew to “ask for help”. I was called in by the
psychologist and because I was willing to listen, willing to
change my thinking, we could start to restore our
relationship. It opened my eyes to the value of nonjudgmental listening. I could (with help) see my daughter’s
perspective and let go of some of my fixed ideas. Since then,
whenever I face a challenging situation, I ask myself one
question: “Is my reaction going to help us to maintain
connection, or not?”.
- Karin Grobler: Support and Coaching
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WHOLENESS
David Benner wrote these amazing words about
wholeness:
Spare me perfection. Give me instead the wholeness that
comes from embracing the full reality of who I am, just as
I am. As it turns out, wholeness, not perfection, is the
route to the actualization of our deepest humanity.
It is good for us as parents to remind ourselves that all the
inconsistencies, imperfections, and failures to live up to
ideals, are all part of what it means to be human.
It is true for us as parents. It is true for our children!
What seems to distinguish those who are most deeply and
wholly human is not their perfection, but their courage in
accepting their imperfections. Accepting themselves as
they are, they then become able to accept others as they
are.
The richness of being a family lies precisely in our lack of
perfection. This is the source of so much of our longing,
and out of that longing emerges so much creativity,
beauty, and goodness. What we need as families are the

appropriate openness and humility, because it is the
cracks that let in the light. Once those cracks and flaws
are embraced and accepted as part of who we are as a
family, then, and only then, can the light flow out
through them, into the lives of others and into the
world.
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Wholeness and love are inseparable. Love leads to
larger wholeness and there is no true wholeness
that is not built on love. There are all sorts of ways
to describe or think about wholeness in a family,
but probably most importantly, we can feel it in
those times when we feel connected in love and
understanding and belonging. Whatever traditions,
hobbies, or activities appeal to you and your
children, commit to enjoying them together on a
regular basis.
The greatest gift parents can give their children is
the space to grow as authentic, connected and
whole human beings. For the times we live in, this
is also the greatest gift to the world…

"AS IT TURNS OUT,
WHOLENESS,
NOT PERFECTION,
IS THE ROUTE TO THE
ACTUALIZATION OF OUR
DEEPEST HUMANITY."

